A Model Mechanism-Based Explanation of an In Vitro-In Vivo Disconnect for Improving Extrapolation and Translation.
An improved understanding of in vivo-to-in vitro hepatocyte changes is crucial to interpreting in vitro data correctly and further improving hepatocyte-based in vitro-to-in vivo extrapolations to human targets. We demonstrate using virtual experiments as a means of helping to untangle plausible causes of inaccurate extrapolations. We start with virtual mice that use biomimetic software livers. Previously, using these mice, we discovered model mechanisms that enabled achieving quantitative validation targets while also providing plausible causal explanations for temporal characteristics of acetaminophen hepatotoxicity. We isolated virtual hepatocytes, created a virtual culture, and then conducted dose-response experiments in both culture and mice. We expected to see differences between the two dose-response curves but were somewhat surprised that they crossed because it evidenced that simulated acetaminophen metabolism and toxicity are different for virtual culture and mouse contexts even though individual hepatocyte mechanisms were unchanged. Differences in dose-response curves provide a virtual example of an in vivo-to-in vitro disconnect. We use detailed results of experiments to explain this disconnect. Individual hepatocytes contribute differently to system-level phenomena. In liver, hepatocytes are exposed to acetaminophen sequentially. Relative production of the reactive acetaminophen metabolite is largest (smallest) in pericentral (periportal) hepatocytes. Because that sequential exposure is absent in culture, hepatocytes from different lobular locations do not respond the same. A virtual culture-to-mouse translation can stand as a scientifically challengeable hypothesis explaining an in vivo-to-in vitro disconnect. It provides a framework to develop more reliable interpretations of in vitro observations, which then may be used to improve extrapolations.